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a b s t r a c t

Recent literature on the intersection of economics, finance and psychology indicates the benefits
of simulated experience in tools measuring decision making. Here, we present the Zurich Trading
Simulator (ZTS) first used by Andraszewicz et al. (2022) to test the impact of upward social comparison
on trading activity. ZTS is a free application for oTree designed to create dynamic investment
experiments suitable for measuring trading activity and risk taking. The software is ready-to-use
applying the default settings. It can also be freely adapted in the source code depending on the
experimenter’s needs. Price paths developed for experiments with the ZTS are freely available online.
We also outline recommendations and possibilities for future studies and extensions.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Stock markets can be conceived as dynamically evolving com-
lex social systems driven by human decisions, emotions and
nteraction among the stock market participants. ‘‘Luck, uncer-
ainty, and surprise are the most fundamental physical forces
n the world of investing’’ (Zweig, 2015, p. xi). Investing in a
tock market is a dynamic decision problem where a series of
ecisions is required to reach the goal (gain) and the consequent
ecisions depend on the previous decisions creating an evolving
ecision environment (Brehmer, 1992). Therefore, investment de-
isions are characterised by high complexity, which cannot be
ully captured by static experimental tasks. While field studies
ave high external validity, they may offer too little control to ac-
urately measure the relationships between variables influencing
ynamic decisions (Brehmer and Dörner, 1993). Developments of
omputers and computing power since the 1990s enabled the
esign of so-called microworlds, which bridge the gap between
ontrolled laboratory experiments and the realism of complex
nd dynamic decision problems. Microworlds are computerised
xperimental tasks which simulate real-life decision situations in

✩ This software is free of charge if you cite this paper. The application
is available at https://github.com/Zurich-Trading-Simulator/OtreeZTS. Price pat-
terns and other experimental materials are available at the Open Science
Framework at https://osf.io/we48d/.
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changing environments (Edwards, 1962; Rapoport, 1975). They
allow an experimenter to systematically control or vary some
aspects of the decision environment and to interpret the casualty
among measured variables (Brehmer and Dörner, 1993). This type
of tasks have been used to investigate various applied decision
problems (see Gonzalez et al., 2005, for a review).

However, dynamic experimental investment tasks measuring
individual decision making under uncertainty are scarce. Mur-
phy et al. (2016) developed an investment task, in which the
uncertainty about the outcome evolves over time, but the con-
secutive decisions are independent. In contrast, Lejarraga et al.
(2016) implemented a sequential decision making task with de-
pendent decisions, to measure investment risk taking during
market crashes and booms. They presented information about a
risky asset as chunks of historical prices of the Spanish stock mar-
ket index (IBEX). After viewing each chunk, participants would
decide on the percentage of their available cash that they want
to invest in the risky asset. All participants completed the same
number of trials. The presented historical prices were displayed
on static price charts. In a similar fashion, Grosshans and Zeis-
berger (2018) presented price paths leading to the same return
but with different pattern (up–down vs. down–up) in a two-
stage process. They found that the pattern of the price path
impacts investors’ financial decisions and their satisfaction from
these decisions despite leading to the same returns. Along the
similar lines, Borsboom and Zeisberger (2019) demonstrated that
price paths with the same historical volatility but different shapes
result in a different perceived riskiness. This research shows
that the trajectory of historical prices determines people’s per-
ceived riskiness of a stock and their satisfaction from investing
rticle under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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in the stock. Also, Huber et al. (2022) documented that invest-
ment behaviour of professionals is negatively related to price
changes, while student traders’ perception of stock riskiness is
most sensitive to the frequency of negative returns.

Bradbury et al. (2015) asked their participants to choose a
inancial product to invest in after sampling potential returns. In
he sampling procedure, the authors randomly drew a number
f static price paths and their corresponding returns from a
re-defined pool. This sampling procedure is a form of a sim-
lated experience (i.e., simulating the potential price paths and
eturns coming from the same financial asset). Bradbury et al.
2015) showed that simulated experience improves people’s un-
erstanding of risk of financial products. They aimed at closing
he description-experience gap (Hertwig and Erev, 2009) between
aking choice investments from description and by experienc-

ng the potential consequences of these decisions. Peters and
lovic (2000) explains the description-experience gap in risky
ecision-making by the fact that personal experience of adverse
onsequences of risky decisions should have a stronger effect on
eople’s consequent decisions than mental simulation of these
onsequences. Several studies showed that simulated experience
eads to more accurate probability judgements (Hogarth et al.,
015) and statistical information communication (Hogarth and
oyer, 2015). Altogether, these results lead to the conclusion that
‘experience has a crucial role in learning and forming judge-
ents’’ (Hogarth and Soyer, 2015, p.1801). Therefore, static ex-
erimental tasks depart from the complexity of real dynamic
ystems such as stock markets.
In contrast, the seminal work by Smith et al. (1988) and its

arious extensions (see Palan, 2013, for a review) create a dynam-
cally evolving market. However, these tasks are designed to mea-
ure the collective market behaviour rather than an individual
rading behaviour. Experimental software which provides a sim-
lated trading experience is limited. DiFonzo and Bordia (1997)
eveloped a sequential investment task to investigate the impact
f rumours on trading strategies. They displayed historical market
rices of 60 ticks, each tick presented every 20 s. They found
hat the trading strategy of participants experiencing rumours
oticeably departed from the most optimal buy-low-sell-high
trategy.
In this paper, we present an experimental tool – the Zurich

rading Simulator (ZTS) – that provides the simulated experi-
nce in a form of a dynamically evolving market for individual
nvestment decisions. ZTS is a one-to-one copy of the design
eveloped by Andraszewicz et al. (2022), further programmed
s an oTree app for the purpose of sharing it with the scientific
ommunity. ZTS differs from the previous designs investigating
he impact of price patterns on risk taking and risk perception (i.e,
orsboom and Zeisberger, 2019; Bradbury et al., 2015; Grosshans
nd Zeisberger, 2018; Huber et al., 2022; Lejarraga et al., 2016)
y including a dynamic chart compared to static (i.e., a pic-
ure) graphical price display. In addition, in ZTS, one’s earlier
nvestment decisions determine the decision environment of the
ubsequent decisions.
ZTS also differs from the dynamic experimental asset markets

n a market setting that are designed to measure interaction
mong players rather than to measure trading activity of an indi-
idual. ZTS is not meant for studying interaction among market
articipants. It is designed to investigate an individual’s reac-
ion to market and trading conditions. ZTS participants are the
arket takers, which mimics actual situations of most individual

nvestors in real markets. Therefore, an experimenter can use ZTS
o measure the impact of various market features on an individual
nvestor rather than on the market as a whole.

ZTS software is implemented as a free app for oTree, for inves-
igating risk taking and trading activity in a dynamically evolv-
ng environment. In contrast to the other experimental tasks,
2

ZTS allows the participants to experience asset price movement
‘‘live’’ in a dynamic setting. This setting resembles the real-world
trading environment which is continuously developed over time
rather than presented in chunks. Thanks to its dynamic setup,
ZTS allows for measuring trading activity (i.e., volume, number of
trades, value of the traded assets, etc.). Additionally, ZTS measures
risk taking as a proportion of a risky asset in portfolio. ZTS is
open-source allowing experimenters adapt the standard setup to
meet the needs of their experiment.

2. Other software for investigating trading and investment
decisions

Research domains such as experimental finance, experimen-
tal economics and cognitive psychology have greatly benefited
from standardised and amendable experimental software for ef-
ficiency reasons because programming and testing can be very
costly. In order to share experimental methods, platforms such
as z-Tree (Fischbacher, 2007), oTree (Chen et al., 2016) and Psy-
choPy (Peirce, 2007) were developed to constitute general back-
bones for online experiments conducted in the laboratory and in
the field. Researchers build libraries and apps working on these
standard platforms to increase the accessibility of various experi-
mental designs within the scientific community. These apps pro-
vide an important contribution to dissemination of experimental
research in a number of ways. First, they enhance data handling
by increasing data security (Jiang and Li, 2019) and improving
text processing (Saral and Schröter, 2019). Second, some libraries
and applications link specialised proprietary software for measur-
ing eye-tracking (Niehorster and Nyström, 2020) and analysing
emotional states based on facial expressions (Doyle and Schindler,
2019) with the standard platforms such as oTree and PsychoPy.
While some libraries provide a toolbox for creating standardised
experimental stimuli (see Peirce, 2009), others offer standard
experimental paradigms. For example, Crosetto et al. (2019) of-
fers software for measuring social value orientation. Holzmeister
(2017) and Holzmeister and Pfurtscheller (2016) created a tool for
eliciting risk preference. Pichl (2019) developed an app providing
a complete package of standardised economic games. Aldrich
et al. (2020) created a framework for multiplayer artificial finan-
cial markets.

Apart from making use of the standard experimental methods
and tools easier, researchers can use platforms such as oTree
to share their newly developed and tested experimental de-
signs and procedures. For example Huber (2019) created an
adaptable ready-to-use app based on the methodology developed
by Moinas and Pouget (2013). Along the same lines, Holzmeister
and Kerschbamer (2019) implemented a novel Equality Equiva-
lence Test (Kerschbamer, 2015), while von Bülow and Liu (2020)
shared their complete experiment for investigating climate
change adaptation behaviour. Following these standards, we con-
verted the experimental design used by Andraszewicz et al.
(2022) to an oTree app. Here, we document the technical features
of the ZTS software, provide information about the potential uses
and application of ZTS and outline all necessary information for
setting up and customising an experiment.

3. ZTS software and experimental design features

The ZTS is a web-based trading and investment task. It consists
of several trading rounds, where the number of the rounds can be
freely chosen by the experimenter. In each round, a participant
is presented with a simple trading user interface dynamically
displaying the price of one asset (see Fig. 1 and a movie showing
the experimenter and the participant view of the software https:
//youtu.be/lxGa6PWYmak). A running demo version is available

https://youtu.be/lxGa6PWYmak
https://youtu.be/lxGa6PWYmak
https://youtu.be/lxGa6PWYmak
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Fig. 1. A: User interface of the ZTS software; B: CSV-file used as stimulus to display price of a risky asset and news. The news is displayed for n experimental days.
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t https://zts.otree.ethz.ch/ which demonstrates the application’s
unctionality.

Participants can use six quick-trade buttons (three for buying
nd three for selling) to quickly execute small, medium, and large
rades. They can monitor their portfolio and they can read news
isplayed in the news box . Each new price data point (i.e., tick) is
isplayed every one second using the standard set-up. The speed
f displaying price information can be edited in the source code,
epending on the experimenter’s requirements (see Appendix C).
3

hen displaying only price information, Andraszewicz et al.
2022) used the refresh rate of 0.8 s, while experiments which
resented news, apart from the price information, used the re-
resh rate of 1.4 s (see Section 5). In the ZTS user interface, the
icks are referred to as ‘‘experimental days’’. The exact price infor-
ation is displayed numerically between the quick-trade buttons,
hile the price chart labelled ‘‘Market’’ displays a dynamically
volving price pattern. Every experimental day i, the vertical axis
f the price chart is adjusted automatically, such that the upper

https://zts.otree.ethz.ch/
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boundary of the vertical axis set to Pricet=0 + MaxDistt=i, lower
boundary of the vertical axis set to Pricet=0 − MaxDistt=i, where
MaxDistt=i = maxj<i(1.05·|Pricet=j−Pricet=0|). The boundaries are
rounded by the chart library to the nearest 100 or 10 (i.e. 2039
would be rounded to 2000 in case of the lower limit, or to 2100
in case of the upper limit).

The initial endowment set by the experimenter for the whole
experiment is equally split between cash and the risky asset.1
In Andraszewicz et al. (2022), the values of medium and large
quick-trade buttons automatically adapt to the asset price, prior
to each round, such that the value is divisible by 10. The values
of the middle quick-trade buttons correspond to the rounded
10% of the maximum shares that could be bought with the cash
endowed at the beginning of each round. The values of the large
(i.e., rightmost) quick-trade buttons correspond to rounded 20%
of the maximum shares that could be bought with the cash at the
start of the game. In the ZTS application linked to this paper, the
values of the quick-trade buttons can be selected in the session
configuration.

The ‘‘News’’ box displays the news text information aligned
with specific price data. The duration of the display of the news is
measured in experimental days. For example, if an experimenter
aims to display the news for eight experimental days, the news
should be included in eight consecutive rows of the CSV-file with
experimental stimulus (see panel B of Fig. 1 and Appendix B). One
piece of news cannot be longer than 500 characters. Longer texts
are automatically cropped. The font size of the news is 16px.

In the panel labelled ‘‘My Portfolio’’, a participant can monitor
the performance of their portfolio. The information in ‘‘My Port-
folio’’ is updated at the same speed as the price information and
when the participant executes a trade. The portfolio information
includes the cash value (i.e., Cash), number of shares of the risky
asset (i.e, Shares), value of these shares calculated by multiplying
the share price by number of shares (i.e., Share Value), the total
portfolio value including the cash value and the share value
(i.e., Total), and the profit and loss of the portfolio wrt. the
initial endowment. All values are expressed in the experimental
currency units. The endowment is the same in all rounds. After
each trading round, the portfolio is reset.

Apart from the trading app, the ZTS contains a survey app. The
survey part consists of a single page with a ‘‘Proceed to Survey’’
button that redirects the players to a survey under the link spec-
ified in survey_link variable from the session configurations. The
survey can also be directly implemented in oTree or in another
commercial or non-commercial survey software. In oTree an, app
is an independent module of the entire experiment. Therefore,
ZTS consists of two oTree-apps. When a participant starts a ses-
sion (i.e., one batch of data collection), they are redirected to the
instructions page. By default, the instructions are empty and can
be edited by the experimenter. The instructions page is displayed
only before the first trading round.

4. Output data

The ZTS app outputs several specific data fields, apart from the
standard oTree data.2 For each experimental day, the following
data fields are logged:

• cur_day — the experimental day
• cash — the amount of cash that a participant holds
• shares — the number of shares a participant has

1 Number of endowed shares is rounded down to the nearest integer. It is
mpossible to own or trade a fraction of a share.
2 For the documentation of the oTree standard data fields, check here:
ttps://otree.readthedocs.io/en/latest/models.html.
4

• share_value — the amount of cash that the held shares are
worth

• portfolio_value — total worth of the held portfolio
• pandl — profit and loss in the current round
• action — trading action:

– BUY: A participant bought an amount of shares.
– SELL: A participant sold an amount of shares.
– HOLD: A participant did not perform any action during

a tick.
– START: Marks the start of a round in the trading round

(day 0)
– END: Marks the end of a round in the trading round

(last day)

• timestamp — the exact timestamp at which the action oc-
curred

• quantity — if current action is BUY or SELL, this specifies the
number of shares bought/sold

• owned_shares — the number of shares a participant has;
value of this variable is the same as ‘‘shares’’ and prefix
‘‘owned’’ is added for clarification in the custom report

• asset — asset name (configurable in session configurations);
this variable is important, when stimuli price data corre-
sponds to more than one asset

• roi — Return on Investment expressed as the percentage
of portfolio_value at the experimental day 0 wrt. the last
experimental day in the round.

The data is available in ‘‘Excel’’ (.xlsx) or ‘‘Plain’’ (.csv) format. One
data file contains the entire data for each experimental session of
the ZTS app.

5. Previous data collections and potential extensions

In order to test functionality and applicability of ZTS as an
experimental and didactic tool, in twelve studies, we collected
data from 2132 participants total. These data collections took
place in three university laboratories at ETH Zurich (behavioural
and neuroscience labs) and at the University of Basel (behavioural
lab). We collected data online via crowdsourcing platforms such
as Amazon Mechanical Turk and Cloud Research, from employ-
ees of Swiss banks and from economics and from management
students of Radboud University, Nijmegen. We also ran a series
of small-scale pilot studies that served for software bug test-
ing. In Appendix D, we share insights from the development
of the software and experimental design. Our final choice of
several software features was motivated by intermediate empiri-
cal observations. Other researchers adapting ZTS to their needs
or designing their own experimental software may find these
insights useful.

5.1. Recommendation of software settings

In all experiments, we exposed participants to 1–7 rounds pre-
ceded by one practice round. Experiments with a larger number
of rounds (5–7 rounds) appear to be more appropriate for labo-
ratory (rather than online) studies, because longer experiments
require continuously staying focused for a longer period of time.
We recommend implementing up to three experimental rounds
in online studies if the overall time for the experiment does not
justify requiring participants to come to a laboratory. Based on
several pilot and actual experiments, we conclude that a practice
round should employ an artificial price path that displays no clear
pattern and does nor resemble a real-life market price pattern.
Previous research (Borsboom and Zeisberger, 2019; Grosshans
and Zeisberger, 2018; Nolte and Schneider, 2018) showed that

https://otree.readthedocs.io/en/latest/models.html
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viewing or experiencing price paths with the same returns but
different patterns can impact one’s investment decision and risk
perception. Therefore, we generated a price path that should
induce no priming. During this practice round, we provide partic-
ipants with instructions about the software and task features in
the news box. By using a straight-line pattern in the practice trial,
we ensure that participants are unbiased wrt. to the upcoming
experimental stimuli.

We recommend using price paths with similar starting price
uch that in all experimental rounds within one experiment,
he quick-trade buttons and the scale of the y-axis can stay
the same. Exceptions from this rule should be motivated by the
research question of the study. We suggest adjusting the initial
endowment to the values range of the price paths to control
for the cash-to-price ratio. We also recommend adjusting the
initial endowment to the sample profile. For example, we settled
on endowing participants with 10’000 ECU corresponding to an
amount of money a typical individual investor would have avail-
able. We also normalise the stock price to start with about 140
ECU.

5.2. Price paths

In our ZTS studies, we only used historical price patterns com-
ing from European market indices. Using an algorithm based on
a rolling-window of 252 trading days, we selected price patterns
from the history of closing prices of DAX and SIX market indices,
searching for particular return-on-investment between the first
and the last day of about a certain amount and fixed average
annual volatility range. Based on these criteria, we selected four
flat price scenarios characterised by relatively low average annual
volatility. Using the same search algorithm, we selected two ex-
genous crashes (i.e., market crashes caused by an external event
uch as a pandemic, a piece of important news, elections etc.)
haracterised by a sharp price decline of at least 10% from the
aximum to the minimum price within less than 7 days. One of

he exogenous crashes was characterised by the price recovery to
ield a very similar return-on-investment as the flat price paths,
hile the other exogenous crash ended with a negative return.
e also selected one endogenous crash (i.e., a market crash caused
y a slow price decay due to internal processes of the financial
ystem) characterised by similar average annual volatility and
rice decline as the endogenous crashes, but the price pattern
esembles a bubble-and-crash scenario (Sornette, 2006). These
rice paths constituted the base for further modifications of these
rice paths. Modifications included price normalisation and price
caling (i.e., artificially inducing an exogenous crash following the
ubble of the endogenous crash). We provide all relevant price
aths and their documentation on the Open Science Framework
latform.

.3. Previous findings with the ZTS

In an experiment with 807 online participants, Andraszewicz
t al. (2022) induced upward social comparison induced via pre-
enting outcomes of high-performing participants in a similar
ashion as it occurs on social trading platforms. In their experi-
ent, upward social comparison increased risk taking and trading
ctivity of other participants. They also found that participants
xposed to an upward social comparison were less satisfied with
heir own trading performance.

Also, a working paper which is included in the doctoral thesis
f Dániel Kaszás.3 describes a study investigating the relation

3 The thesis is available at https://www.research-collection.ethz.ch/handle/20.
00.11850/528421.
5

between overconfidence in a form of overplacement and risk
taking and trading activity. Before mTurk participants completed
the ZTS task, they completed a financial literacy quiz and received
feedback about their financial knowledge in a form of a range
within which their actual score lays. Half of the participants
received a range, in which their actual score was exactly in the
middle of the range, while the other half of participants received
a range, in which their actual score was at the lower end of the
range. This resulted in a successful induction of overplacement
that showed a small influence on trading activity.

5.4. Further extensions

ZTS offers a number of future extensions using the standard
setup, as well as customisation of the experiment by changing
configuration features or changing the source code. The standard
setup allows for investigating risk taking and trading activity
under various compensation schemes, such as a fixed salary, wa-
termark payment, bonus compensations etc. In a between-subject
design, participants in different experimental conditions would
perform the same trading task but they would be compensated
differently in each condition. ZTS would allow for measuring
at which point during the trading participants endowed with
different compensation schemes change their trading behaviour,
depending on whether they reach their goal or not. In a similar
fashion, one could investigate the effect of framing on trading
activity, where participants would be put in a situation of an
asset manager for an external firm vs. a person managing their
own assets. Other extensions could involve investigating the in-
fluence of individual traits or skills, such as financial literacy,
numeracy, personality, etc. on trading activity. For example, an
experiment could compare a group of financially more literate
participants (i.e., finance students who passed their core courses)
and a group of financially less literate participants (i.e., stu-
dents of non-finance related study programmes). Alternatively,
one could use a median-split design to, for example, investigate
the impact of impulsivity on trading activity. It would also be pos-
sible to investigate the impact of various news, presented during
the same market conditions, on trading activity, risk-taking and
performance.

Another type of extensions would involve using various price
paths and market scenarios, aligned with different pieces of news.
ZTS would allow to replicate the results of Lejarraga et al. (2016)
in a dynamic setting that also allows for measuring trading activ-
ity. An experimenter could upload price patterns corresponding
to a historical boom and boost, either the same as in Lejarraga
et al. (2016) or modified, to test not only risk taking, but also
trading activity during these two contrasting market scenarios.
ZTS could also be linked with software measuring physiological
reaction to various market scenario such as market crashes. Pre-
vious research (see Coates and Herbert, 2008; Coates et al., 2010;
Cueva et al., 2015, for example) documented the link between
risk taking on the stock market and trader’s physiology, such
as hormonal levels of testosterone and cortisol. ZTS allows for
a controlled measurement of the link between hormonal levels
and trading behaviour such as trading activity and risk taking.
Also, due to its price display features, ZTS enables to accurately
link arousal measured with the skin conductivity response and
bodily emotional response to various market scenarios. In a field
experiment, Lo and Repin (2002) measured skin conductance,
blood volume pulse, heart rate, electromyographical signals, res-
piration and body temperature of ten professional traders and
found not only physiological reaction to high-volatility market
periods, but also individual differences in the baseline reaction
and difference between the baseline and the stressful situation.
ZTS offers a setup to measure physiological reactions to strictly
designed market patterns and their accompanying news.

https://www.research-collection.ethz.ch/handle/20.500.11850/528421
https://www.research-collection.ethz.ch/handle/20.500.11850/528421
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Further, an experimenter could modify the source code to
nvestigate features of the interface of the trading software. Some
imple manipulations would involve changing location or colours
f elements of the trading interface. Other manipulations would
nvolve the influence of the scale of y-axis scale on trading be-
aviour. Huber and Huber (2019) demonstrated that the scale of
he y-axis impacts the perceived riskiness of an assets and an
nvestor’s willingness to invest in the asset. ZTS offers a natural
xtension of their study in which actual trading behaviour could
e measured depending on the scale of the price path. This could
e done by changing the way y-axis adjusts to the asset price. One
ould also change the code of the price chart to display more than
ne asset to investigate the impact of viewing the market index
ext to the traded asset.
It is out of scope of this paper to list all possible experimental

esigns that would profit from ZTS’ setup. Here, we aimed to
emonstrate the variety of applications of a dynamic trading
oftware such as ZTS. Information about how to customise an
xperiment by adapting the configuration and the source code
s provided in Appendix A. We also believe that making the ex-
erimental software freely available can encourage the scientific
ommunity to conduct replication studies.

. Concluding remarks

Experiments on the intersection of finance, economics and
sychology require a wider range of experimental designs ac-
ompanied with software that is easy to use and flexible for
mplementing variations of the design. Programming and testing
uch software can be time-consuming and costly. In this paper we
resent the Zurich Trading Simulator (ZTS) for oTree, which is a
ynamic tool in which individuals can trade an asset as a price
aker, similar to most individual investors. The tool differs from
revious designs in several aspects. First, it resembles real-world
nvesting by displaying continuously changing price ticks. Second,
articipants can complete various numbers of trades, while most
revious designs impose a fixed number of investment decisions
uch that the number of trades is the same for all participants. In
TS, every participant can develop their own ‘investment path’’,
s it occurs in real markets. Therefore, ZTS enables the researchers
o investigate how and which individuals make gains and losses,
rade more or less actively, and take more or less risk, under the
ame market conditions. ‘‘An understanding of how consequential
nd nonconsequential experiences affect risk taking will [...] be
ecessary to further improve the communication of financial risks
’ (Lejarraga et al., 2016, p. 376). Thanks to its dynamic feature,
TS also allows for analysing measures of trading activity such as
olume, value of traded portfolio, size of trades and frequency of
rades. In contrast, most previous experimental designs focus on
easuring portfolio risk or a choice between more or less risky

nvestment. We provide the software as freeware. Anyone who
ould like to use the software, is free to do so if they cite this
aper. We encourage other researchers to further use and modify
he software depending on their research questions.
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ppendix A. Python and oTree installation

Make sure that a recent Python version (3.x) is installed on
our machine before continuing with the next steps. Find out if a
ython version is installed by issuing the following command in
he terminal and checking the response:

python --version
ython 3.7.5

f Python is not yet installed follow the steps for your spe-
ific operating system listed on the following website: https://
ealpython.com/installing-python/

Follow the instructions on the oTree Documentation website
o install the latest version of oTree on your working machine:
ttps://otree.readthedocs.io/en/latest/install.html.

ppendix B. ZTS installation on oTree

ZTS requires Python 3.x and oTree. Appendix A provides in-
tallation instructions for Pyhton 3.x and oTree. Once you have
nstalled Python and oTree, download the zip-file of the ZTS
ource code on GitHub from https://github.com/Zurich-Trading-
imulator/OtreeZTS by clicking on Code/Download ZIP. Extract
he ZIP file into your working location. Researchers familiar
ith GitHub can clone the repository to their working direc-
ory. Alternatively, you can download the .otreezip file of the
TS directly on the oTreeHub from https://www.otreehub.com/
rojects/otree-zts/ into your working directory and unzip it using
he following command:

otree unzip /path/to/workingdirectory/otree-zts.otreezip

o start the application locally for development and testing pur-
oses follow the steps listed below:
Open your terminal and change to the ZTS directory you set

p previously.

cd /path/to/workingdirectory/otreeZTS/

nstall the Python dependencies (i.e., libraries) required for ZTS
y running the following command:

pip install -r requirments_base.txt

tart ZTS in oTree on a local testing server with the following
ommand:

otree devserver

pen your browser to http://localhost:8000/ and the application
hould appear. When you make changes to the code, save them.
he ZTS application running in the browser will automatically
mplement your edits. We will post any potential changes to the
TS resulting from the evolution of oTree and the corresponding
ocumentation on https://github.com/Zurich-Trading-Simulator/

treeZTS.

https://realpython.com/installing-python/
https://realpython.com/installing-python/
https://realpython.com/installing-python/
https://otree.readthedocs.io/en/latest/install.html
https://github.com/Zurich-Trading-Simulator/OtreeZTS
https://github.com/Zurich-Trading-Simulator/OtreeZTS
https://github.com/Zurich-Trading-Simulator/OtreeZTS
https://www.otreehub.com/projects/otree-zts/
https://www.otreehub.com/projects/otree-zts/
https://www.otreehub.com/projects/otree-zts/
http://localhost:8000/
https://github.com/Zurich-Trading-Simulator/OtreeZTS
https://github.com/Zurich-Trading-Simulator/OtreeZTS
https://github.com/Zurich-Trading-Simulator/OtreeZTS
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Appendix C. Setting up a custom experiment

In Appendix B, we outlined how to run a default ZTS ex-
eriment. In this section, we provide information about setting
p a customised experiment. To start an experiment on oTree,
n experimenter needs to set up a session. In oTree, a session
s a term for the entire experiment using the same or at least
imilar application configurations. An example of an experimental
ession in ZTS would be the following situation: A number of
articipants in a laboratory or online are invited to complete
he ZTS task, followed by a questionnaire. Participants receive
ayment for their participation.
In contrast, an oTree session is a series of sub-sessions. oTree

ub-sessions are the ‘‘sections’’ or ‘‘modules’’ that constitute a
ession. For example, in ZTS, each trading round and the post
ask questionnaire are separate sub-sessions. Each sub-session
an be further divided into groups of players. For example, you
ould have a sub-session with 30 players, divided into 15 groups
f 2 players each. In oTree, the terms player and participant
ave distinct meanings. The relationship between participant and
layer is the same as the relationship between session and sub-
ession — a player is an instance of a participant in one particular
ub-session. A player is like a temporary ‘‘role’’ played by a par-
icipant. A participant refers to the same physical person during
he whole session. The same participant can be player 2 in the
irst sub-session, player 1 in the second sub-session.

.1. Session configuration

To set up an experimental session on ZTS follow these steps:

1. Click on Sessions in the navigation bar on the top of the
startpage.

2. Click on Create New Session or click on an existing session
to continue with an existing experiment.

3. Choose the ZTS session configuration and type in the de-
sired number of participants. The session configuration
specifies the course of the experiment, for example that
ZTS is followed by a Survey. It is also possible to add a
Survey to the beginning of the experiment by adding a new
session configuration.

4. On the same page click on ‘‘Configure Session’’ and change
the default configurations as desired. Alternatively, one can
open the file ‘‘settings.py’’ to edit the same settings directly
in the code instead of using the user interface. It is possible
to configure the following session settings:

• session_name — the name of the session.
• survey_link — link to the survey (if required), which

will automatically appear after the ZTS task.
• timeseries_file — name of the timeseries file you

want to use in this session. Only use the stem of the
filename here. For example, for the timeseries files
demo_1.csv, demo_2.csv, etc. type in ‘‘demo’’. The
underscore, round number and file ending will be
added automatically by ZTS.

• num_rounds — number of ZTS trading rounds in the
experiment. This number should correspond to the
number of timeseries files.

• refresh_rate — duration of one market day/tick in ms.
• initial_cash — initial cash endowment for each round

(at the beginning of each round, half of the cash is
automatically invested in the risky asset).

• random_round_payoff — if true, final payoff from the
experiment will correspond to one randomly chosen
round, instead of accumulating the payoff from all
rounds in the experiment.
7

• training_round — if true, the first round will be in
practice mode, meaning that the payoff of this round
will not count towards the final payoff.

• real_world_currency_per_point — the conversion rate
(i.e., a multiplier) from the experimental currency to
the real currency.

5. Click on Create.

After you have created a new ZTS session, you will be redirected
to the Session Menu, where you will be able to see the session
links that can be distributed to the participants to start the
experiment. The Session Menu consist of several tabs:

• Description — provides a description of the sequence of apps
(e.g., ZTS, Survey).

• Links — lists distribution links for participants. There are
three types of links: session-wide link — a single link that
can be used by all participants to complete the experiment,
which automatically redirects each participant to a new
oTree Participant; this link makes distribution of the exper-
iment easy, but it does not prevent the same person from
participating in the experiment more than once, persistent
links — permanent links that persist over time; this feature
is only enabled when inside a room (see Appendix C.4 for
more information); single-use links — unique links assigned
to individual participants.

• Edit — enables editing some session configurations after
creating a session.

• Monitor — allows the experiment administrator to monitor
the experiment including the status and progress of each
participant. It also allows the experimenter to enforce a page
advancement for particularly slow participants.

• Data — allows tracking data during an experimental session.
This feature is very useful for debugging.

• Payments — list of payments that each participant should re-
ceive at the end of the experiment. Payment is automatically
calculated by the ZTS based on the session configuration.
If you set training_round = True, the first round will not
be considered to the payoff calculation. There are two ways
of calculating the payoff. It is either calculated from a sum
of all experimental rounds or one round is randomly cho-
sen to define the payoff. The payoff is calculated from the
portfolio value at the end of each round. If you want to
alter the existing payoff options, modify the source code in
‘‘/ZTS/models.py’’, function ‘‘set_payoff’’.

By default, ZTS will display to the participants the ZTS task
followed by a survey. In order to change this sequence, modify
‘‘SESSION_CONFIGS’’ in the file ‘‘/settings.py’’ by adding the code
signalled by ### :

SESSION_CONFIGS = [
dict(

name=’ZTS’,
num_demo_participants=1,
app_sequence=[’ZTS’, ’Survey’]

),

#############################################################
#### Add the following Lines to add a new session config ####
dict(

name=’ZTS_new’
num_demo_participants=1,
app_sequence=[’Survey’, ’ZTS’]

),
#############################################################

]
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C.2. Changing page content

All pages (i.e., the instructions page, the final payoff page etc.)
isplayed in the ZTS application are formatted in HTML and are
ocated in ‘‘/ZTS/templates/ZTS/’’ or ‘‘/Survey/templates/Survey/’’.
hese pages are editable templates. In addition to standard HTML
yntax, oTree also allows template syntax on their pages, as stated
n https://otree.readthedocs.io/en/latest/templates.html.

.3. Changing and customising timeseries files

As introduced above, ZTS allows for presenting participants
ith customised price patterns. To upload a new price pat-
ern, upload it in a CSV-file to ‘‘/_static/ZTS/timeseries_files/’’.
he files that you place in this directory should have the same
tem name and should follow this naming procedure ‘‘stem-
ame_[roundnumber].csv’’. Make sure to use the same stemname
n the session configuration.

The CSV-file should follow a very specific format. It should be
omma delimited and it must contain two columns ‘‘Adjusted-
lose’’ corresponding to the asset prices for each experimental
ay and ‘‘News’’ needed to display the text in the News Box.
ll stimuli provided along this paper contain the ‘‘Date’’ column,
hich is not required for ZTS to run, but may provide useful

nformation to the experimenter.

.4. Rooms

OTree gives the possibility to open virtual experiment rooms,
hat offer some additional features compared to normal sessions.
hese features include generating links that an experimenter
an assign to participants or laboratory computer, which stay
onstant across sessions. Another feature is a ‘‘waiting room’’
hat lets an experimenter see which participants are currently
aiting to start a session. The third feature of oTree rooms are
hort links that are easy for participants to type and work well
or quick live demos. You can find more information on Rooms
nd how to set them up in the following oTree documentation
ttps://otree.readthedocs.io/en/latest/rooms.html.

.4.1. Deployment
Running the application locally, is sufficient for testing pur-

oses, but the user must be aware that in order to perform any
xperiments the application needs to be run in a production
nvironment, to guarantee safety and correctness. To deploy the
TS for production follow the oTree documentation steps under
ttps://otree.readthedocs.io/ja/latest/server/intro.html.

.4.2. Amazon Mechanical Turk (mTurk)
In order to use ZTS on mTurk, go to oTree’s admin interface

nd publish your session to mTurk. Afterwards, mTurk workers
an participate in your session. From oTree’s admin interface, you
end each participant their participation fee and bonus (payoff).
his oTree documentation provides details on setting up an ex-
eriment on mTurk https://otree.readthedocs.io/en/latest/mturk.
tml.

ppendix D. Insights from the ZTS development process

First, in early pilot studies and experiments, we made a few
bservations regarding the user interface of the software. We
ound it more sensible to implement quick-trade buttons instead
f an open field to enter a custom number of shares to trade, due
o the pace of the evolving market. We also found that the vertical
xis should re-scale with every new tick in order to make it
mpossible to guess whether the upcoming price would increase
8

or decline. In the standard ZTS setup, the price path starts in the
middle of the y-axis. Very minor changes to the vertical axis of
the price chart can result in substantial changes in risk taking of
the trading participants. Therefore, we suggest using the standard
display when comparing results across various experiments. Also,
initially, we included a button that would allow a participant view
the history of their trades. We later removed this button because
participants did not use it implying that in our fast-pace dynamic
task, participants did not reflect on their past trades, presumably
because they did not want to miss any price movement.
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